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The Architecture of New Zealand

To begin with New Zealand is an island country and a part of the region of Oceania. She is next
to Australia, and is a remnant of the British Empire, thus it has retained a lot of architectural
attributes of that of Great Britain’s. However, because of the climate and the usage of the
local materials, New Zealand’s architecture deteriorated from that of Britain’s and more
specifically, the Victorian style. The most important of those materials was Oamaru stone,
which was a kind of a limestone and with it the most well known buildings of the 19th and early
20th century New Zealand has to offer, were built with.
Now, the current form of New Zealand’s architecture follows that of the rest of the world.
Globalisation has brought to the country lots of different architectural styles and ways of
building, while pretty vibrant is the wave of modernism/post modernism in the current
constructions. Most dominant materials nowadays are steel, glass and light concrete, while
there are also a few more alternative designs that contain usage of wood. Good examples of
the current architectural style used in New Zealand can be found in works like the QB Studios,
from QB Modular Architects, which is a huge area of 960m2 constructed mostly from steel,
glass and concrete, with a spacious post modern design and an interesting relation between
concrete walls and transparent ones.
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The Architecture of Indonesia
In Indonesia architecture displays a variety on constructions and styles that hardly can be
found in the rest of the world. Heavily influenced by the terrain of the island country,
architecture in Indonesia was firstly made to provide the necessaries to its denizens, such as
a wooden or bamboo house, that was slightly above the ground based on pylons, so that it
won’t be heavily affected by the hot and wet climate of the area. This style continued till the
colonization of Indonesia by Dutch and the bringing of western way of building and
architecture to the area. The essential though thing was that Dutch introduced masonry to
Indonesia that helped a lot in the continuation of the topic architecture. Today, we can still
watch signs of the country’s early, late, and current architecture since there is a huge gap of
technology advancement from area to area, but it’s safe to say that on most cities, the country
has entered the modern and contemporary way of architecture, but having retained certain
styles from its architecture origins.
Another big part on Indonesian architecture is the religious one. Being the center of the
Austronesian trade routes, Indonesia met and adopted a lot of religions, thus got affected by
lots of cultures. First religion to reach the country was Hinduism-Buddhism, bringing a lot of
changes to the way of building. Famous buildings of that era were the Prambanan temple or
the Borobudur, bringing the usage of brick into the constructions. However, these religions
got abandoned during 9th century when Islam reached Indonesia. With the Islam, Indonesia
architecture were introduced into mosques and their architecture, though a bit altered,
retaining some traditional Indonesian style, for example the usage of the pointed roofs that
was used throughout the ages on that are and the refusal of including domes into their
architecture since the later ages. With colonization, Dutch brought some attributes of
Christianity and western religious architecture, though Islam remained dominant in that area,
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The Architecture of Australia
Australia, much like New Zealand, is following the western architecture and to be more
precise, the British architecture, nearly completely. The Indigenous Australians didn’t produce
constant architecture, since nearly all of their constructions were temporary built to help
them satisfy their needs. So we can safely say that the first time architecture was introduced
to this country was with the colonization of it by British. However, because of the difference
of climate Australia has, there were some differences on the performed architecture, thus
Australian architecture came to follow over time a bit more that of America’s rather than the
British one.
In other words, Australia’s architecture became a thing very late, from the end of the 18 th
century and later, while for about a century it strictly followed the British examples of
architecture and more precisely, the Victorian style of architecture. Lots of bulidnings have
been preserved from back then, more importantly Sydney Town Hall or Queen Victoria
building. The most characteristic introduction Australian architecture made, was that of
verandah, which is something like a close by one or three directions balcony which can be
located in front of the main door and is a bit above or right at ground level which was used
like an outside house living room area. The rise to prominence came with the modern wave
and the construction of buildings like the Opera House of Sydney which is until now
considered the way to go symbol of Australian buildings.
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Sean Godsell
Godsell was born in Melbourne, Australia, the son of David Godsell, also an architect. In his early years he lived in Beaumaris and attended Kostka Hall a preparatory school to Xavier College where he completed his secondary education. He later studied at the University of
Melbourne, graduating in 1984. He also undertook postgraduate study at RMIT. From 1986 to 1988 he worked in the London office of
Sir Denys Lasdun, returning to Australia in 1989. In 1994, Godsell established his own practice in Melbourne.
His work has been published in the world’s leading Architectural journals including Architectural Review (UK) Architectural Record
(USA) Domus (Italy) A+U (Japan) Casabella (Italy) GA Houses (Japan) Detail (Germany) Le Moniteur (France) and Architect (Portugal).
In July 2002 the influential English design magazine wallpaper listed him as one of ten people destined to ‘change the way we live’. He
was the only Australian and the only Architect in the group.
He has lectured in the USA, UK, China, Japan, India, France, Italy and New Zealand as well as across Australia. He was a keynote speaker at the Alvar Aalto symposium in Finland in July 2006.
In July 2003 he received a Citation from the President of the American Institute of Architects for his work for the homeless. His Future
Shack prototype was exhibited from May to October 2004 at the Smithsonian Institution’s Cooper Hewitt Design Museum in New York.
In the same year the Italian publisher Electa published the monograph Sean Godsell: Works and Projects. Time Magazine named him in
the ‘Who’s Who -The New Contemporaries’ section of their 2005 Style and Design supplement. He was the only Australian and the only
Architect in the group of seven eminent designers.
In July 2013 he was visiting professor at Iuav University of Venice and delivered the UNESCO chair open lecture in Mantova, Italy.

1996 - 1997
Kew, Victoria, Australia
The house is 18m by 9m and cantilevers 5.5m over a steep slope at the west end of the site. It is constructed from 350 mpa steel which is
oxidised and then sealed with a clear primer.
The house is divided lengthways. To the north an open plan living space, to the south interconnecting bedrooms and a study. A 7m built
in table runs across the east end of the building and has been designed as the hub of life and daily activities in the home.
The plan is eastern - one space divided and no corridors. The sentiment of the kitchen table is western - the altar of the family. In this sense the house speculates on the potential emergence of an Australian vernacular born not simply from our European past but equally from
our acceptance of our regional reality as part of Asia.
The site slopes steeply to the west. The building ignores the slope and addresses the view to the city skyline. The heroic nature of the
structure defers to the post war optimism of Melbourne architecture evidenced in suburbs such as Kew, North Balwyn and Beaumaris.
Although apparently ‚modern‘ in its language, the house is primordial in its intent - rust, oiled second hand boards, recycled decking and
a lack of ‚precious‘ detail combine with rudimentary services to form a house which is elemental rather than processed.
Operable steel shutters shade the north and west elevations. A passive evaporative cooling system takes the prevailing south westerly wind
over the grass embankment and under the house where it is introduced via floor vents to the east end of the building. The air is further
cooled by fine water mist sprays placed at the top end of the embankment.
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Qb Modular
Christchurch, New Zealand
960.0 sqm, built in 2015
QbModular specialize
ted modular building
high end residential
they can significantly

in the design and supply of prefabricasolutions. Their systems are designed for
and commercial construction. Specifically,
reduce construction time, waste and cost.

Direct procurement and off-site prefabrication helps them contain material and labour cost while factory production deliChristchurch, June 23, 2015, New Zealand based company Qb Modular have used their novel prefabricated construction system to build
Qb Studios, an interactive office hub, event space and art gallery occupying a reimagined warehouse in Christchurch’s new business district.
Following the destruction of the
ke, Qb Modular saw a need for
dislocated small and medium
roof in an atmosphere that was

city’s CBD in the 2011 earthquaspaces that brought Christchurch’s
businesses together under one
more village than office complex.

“We wanted to create a mixed-used multi tenanted venue that was
flexible and functional but, above all, alive” says Alex Brennan cofounder of Qb Modular. “We saw an opportunity to create a vibrant
and engaging space where companies share of resources and facilities, while still having their own office space for quiet, focused work.”
Qb Studios opened its doors in December and is home to a varied array of businesses, from architects and designers, to technology companies and property developers. Comprising more than 1000m2 of total floor area, including eleven high-spec offices ranging in size from
36m2 to 90m2, the space doubles as an public art gallery where large, glass light-boxes showcase work from emerging and established
talent. “The circulation of new art brings real freshness to the space,
through the works themselves of course but also by bringing the wider
community through” says Michael Fisher, a co-founder of Qb Modular.

